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ICADE
Responsive design
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ICADE
Website

Icade is one of the main leaders in the world for
real estate building. The website redesign, from
the user experience concept to the
development, took about one year due to the
wide scale of the project. During this time I

collaborated with the art director to create some
of the desktop webpages and the entire tablet
and mobile version of the website. The whole
redesign of the website is centered on the
enhancement of the company identity, and it’s

Client :

My Tasks :

Platforms :

Link :

Icade

UI Design for tablet
and mobile

Tablet, Mobile

icade.fr/en/

based on the shapes and colour that are
present in the logo, with variations in
transparency and colours overlapping. It has
been one of my ﬁrst projects in the company
where I am currently and it allowed me to explore
and manage all the complexities of the
responsive design.

stella grotti

L AT T E X P L U S
UX & UI Design
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L AT T E X P L U S
Website

LattexPlus is one of the biggest clubbing
projects in Florence (Italy). They wanted to
create the website of the ﬁrst edition of their
electronic music festival. They wanted
something innovative and interactive: the
music as a central element, and a glitchy feel
to the overall look.

I was the UI Designer and I was given full creative
freedom over the layout and the animations.
Together with the developers, we came up with
the idea of having an audioreactive website: by
clicking on the artist’s portrait in the Festival’s
line-up, their most famous track started playing,
and the site background reacted to its beat.

I did extensive research and came up with an
interface focused on animation. I took care of this
project from start to ﬁnish, working closely with
the UX designer for the best usability and
reviewing the User Interface with the Art Director.
I had great fun in developing it and the client was
very happy with the result.

Client :

My Tasks :

Platforms :

Awards :

Link :

Lattex Plus

UX, UI Design for
desktop and mobile

Desktop, Mobile

Website of the day on
CSS Design Awards

festival2017.lattexplus.com/
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MAZELITH
UI Design
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MAZELITH
AR Game & Website

Together with the UX Designer, we wrote a
simple concept for an AR experiment that
Monogrid wanted to develop into a mobile
game. After a thorough research for the most
suitable animations and interactions,

we deﬁned the story, the main themes and the
key graphic elements, as well as the general
game experience. Then I took care of the overall
Art Direction, working closely with the developers
and the 3D modeler to create an engaging

User Interface for the app. I designed the
website for the game launch, which included
interactive elements, inviting the participant
to ultimately play the game.

Client :

My Tasks :

Platforms :

Awards :

Link :

Monogrid srl

UI Design for
game’s website

Desktop, Mobile

Nominee at
IMGA -International
Mobile Gaming Awards

mazelith.mono-grid.com/

Game UI

Apple App Store and
Google Play Store
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G O M O R RA S PO I LE R
KILLERS
UI Design
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G O M O R RA S PO I LE R K I L LE R S
Website

Ever wanted to send a warning to your friends
who may be spoiling your favourite series?
This was the idea behind Spoiler Killers: the
protagonists of the thriller series Gomorrah
were ﬁlmed in short clips, in which they were
making content-speciﬁc

warnings - the website design focuses on helping
the viewer select their favorite character who
speaks to their favorite series. It was a complex
project, as we had to deal with a lot of videosand
to create step-by-step

workﬂows for the UX. The result was a success.
I designed the User Interface for the desktop version and worked with the design team for the
overall layout.

Client :

My Tasks :

Platforms :

Awards :

Link :

Publicis Italia
Sky Italia

UI Design
for desktop

Desktop, Mobile

Website of the day on
CSS Design Awards

spoiler-killer.com/

stella grotti

DEVX EXPERIMENTS
UX Design
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DEVX EXPERIMENTS
Website

In occasion of the Digital Design Days 2017,
Monogrid wanted to showcase all the
WEBGL experiments from developers all
over the world.

Together with design team I started working to
deﬁne the key elements for the theme that could
serve as a collector. Also I took care of one of the
experiments named “A pixel adventure” developed by Neri Barnini.

Client :

My Tasks :

Platforms :

Awards :

Monogrid srl

UX Design for
the website

Desktop, Mobile

Website of the day on
CSS Design Awards

UI for “A pixel
adventure”

For Neri’s experiment I chose an interface that
was based on “the pixel” - the main theme of the
festival and of the experiments. and we made
sure that the whole website had a consistent
appeal.

FWA

stella grotti

GIVEMEGIF
UX & UI Design
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GIVEMEGIF
Website & Installation

The concept for Givemegif is a gif-generating
booth. It started off as an internal project:
a website capable of showcasing its
potential to the clients. Initially I was in charge
of the research for the idea, the naming

and the general look of the project. Then, as it was
being developed on the technical side, I took over
the whole art direction: I designed the UI for both
the website and the physical installation.
I deﬁned the animations, the elements distribution

Client :

My Tasks :

Platforms :

Link :

Monogrid srl

UX, UI Design for
desktop and mobile

Desktop, Mobile,

givemegif.com/

Installation

and how they all worked together, both online
and inside/outside the booth.
The concept was eventualy adapted for an
installation for Mulino Bianco 2018.

UX, UI Design for
the installation

stella grotti

O MA MAG A Z I N E
Design
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O MA MAG A Z I N E
Cover magazine

IED Institute in partnership with OMA (an association promoting the activity of arts and crafts
in Florence) asked us to design a new cover for
the OMA
magazine.

They wanted something that focused both on the
artisans and their works. They gave us some
keywords and we had to respect the OMA’s magazine visual identity guidelines.

Format :

My Tasks :

Client :

Magazine Cover
(21 x 29,7 cm)

Artwork Design

OMA Editorial department

My inspiration came from the gestures (anche se
non capisco perchè usi la parola gestures) and
the artisans’ tools. I wanted to echo the Memphis
group’s graphics and the Bauhaus movement but
with a more contemporary approach.

stella grotti
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STELLA GROT TI
Interactive & Digital Designer

I’m a digital and interactive designer and I’ve
worked at Monogrid, a digital agency based
in Florence, for the last two years, and now I’m
working for Octave Octave (Paris).
I’ve started my career as junior graphic
designer and I progressed into a User
Interface designer.

Preferred software :

Initially I was in charge of the research and development
for the projects’ idea, always coordinating with the other
members of the creative department. As I became
a UI Designer, I started working more closely with the
Art Director and the UX Designer. In these years
I’ve learned to merge the usability with the visual
pleasentness in all layouts I worked on.

My Skills :

Contacts :

I’ve also learned to compose and structure the layouts
by imagining the animations that the interface would
have, and focusing on the UI elements and the
interactions that the user would have available,
in order to create an engaging and ﬂawless experience.
Because animation becomes more essential to my
design proccess, I keep studying tools and software for
motion.

Adobe Photoshop

Adobe After Effects

UX and UI Design Layout

Mail: stellagrottistudio@gmail.com

Adobe Illustrator

Sketch App

2d simple animations

Phone: + 33 7 66 83 37 84

Adobe Indesign

Principle

Adobe Premiere
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Thank
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